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Todoist adds AI-Powered Smart Schedule,  
predictive task scheduling

November 16th, 2016 – Today Doist, the company behind the popular task 
management app Todoist, released Smart Schedule, an AI-powered scheduling 
feature that recommends ideal task due dates based on several factors including 
estimated task urgency, past patterns in a user’s behavior, and a user’s upcoming task 
load. The result is a smarter task manager that not only helps users remember what 
they need to get done, but actively helps them manage their schedules to avoid to-do 
list overwhelm. 

Digging into user data earlier this year, Doist identified a distinct pattern of 
users they started calling “snowballers” – users who reschedule all their overdue tasks 
for the next day or week, gradually picking up more and more tasks along the way.

“A significant portion of users end up rescheduling 50, 60, 70 tasks day after 
day,” says Oleg Shidlowsky, Doist’s data scientist and the lead developer on the 
project. “Once you have 50+ tasks due in one day, your to-do list becomes a much 
less effective tool prioritizing your time. That’s where the idea for Smart Schedule 
came from.” 

Smart Schedule uses artificial intelligence to help users create a realistic plan 
for the upcoming day and week, and to roll with the punches on the days they don’t 
get everything done. Overdue tasks can be quickly rescheduled en masse, and 
unscheduled tasks can be assigned to the best due dates. The user always has the 
option to accept, edit, or reject the suggested due dates. 

https://doist.com/
http://todoist.com
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The predictive model that powers Smart Schedule takes into account several 
data points – from both the individual user and from the broader Todoist user base – 
to identify the likely best due dates:

• The user’s habits: Based on when users have assigned and completed tasks in 
the past, Smart Schedule suggests futures dates for similar tasks. For example, 
if a user usually assigns tasks containing the word “read” for Fridays, Smart 
Schedule is more likely to suggest Friday for future reading tasks.

• Estimated task urgency: Drawing from a meta-analysis across all Todoist users, 
Smart Schedule estimates the relative urgency of any given task. For example, 
“read book” will be assigned further out than “fix bug”.

• The user’s upcoming task load: Smart Schedule takes into account all 
upcoming tasks and distributes recommended due dates accordingly to even 
out the load. 

• Workdays versus weekends: Smart Schedule learns which types of tasks can 
be done on weekends, and which should always be scheduled during the work 
week (for example, “Finish draft” or “Check email”).

• The user’s estimated “End of Day”: Based on past behavior, Smart Schedule 
estimates when a user usually stops completing tasks and will stop suggesting 
“Today” as a due date. 

• A user’s daily goals: Todoist allows users to set and track daily and weekly 
goals for the number tasks they want to complete. Smart Schedule will suggest 
due dates to help a user meet those goals.

As is the case with all AI-powered features, Smart Schedule’s suggested dates 
become more and more accurate the longer a user is active in Todoist. 

“For the most part, today’s digital task managers are passive tools that rely on 
manual input from users to be helpful,” says Amir Salihefendic, Doist’s founder and 
CEO. “With continued developments in artificial intelligence and machine learning, 
we see a huge opportunity to create a much smarter assistant that actively helps 
users build and maintain productive habits. Smart Schedule is Doist’s first step toward 
that goal.” 

As of today, Smart Schedule is available on all Todoist platforms including 
the web, Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS apps. For more information about Smart 
Schedule, please visit the official Todoist Blog post about the feature.

For more information about Todoist, please visit www.todoist.com.

https://todoist.com/smartSchedule
http://todoist.com
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About Todoist

Doist is the company behind Todoist, one of the first task  management softwares 
available. Launched in 2007, Todoist is a powerful to   do list app for personal and 
collaborative productivity that lets users manage tasks from their email inbox, web 
browser, desktop, or mobile/wearable device. Todoist and Todoist Business are 
available in 17 languages and on 10+ different platforms and are used by over 9 million 
people who have completed over 456 million tasks in over 68 million projects. Doist is 
comprised of an almost exclusively remote team that spans 21 different countries, five 
continents and ten time zones.

Doist Press Contact: Lewis Mundt, lewis@doist.com
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